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James Grabill

A REPORT ON HOW IT’S GOTTA BE HARD

It's gotta be difficult, being a train station for the transmigration of souls, carrying the next century inside you, finding yourself visited by ancient great aunts and children, looking into the eyes of the dog and seeing something different: the dog's mother's eyes in her eyes, the deep thinking brain, luminous and dark and charged by her birth!

This might get me worried and protective. I'd want to protect the person I carry from prehistoric threats, from bad smoke and the snakes, from loud misgivings and heated-up appliances. It's gotta be tough, sitting comfortably as you slowly explode but hold smoothly, as you want to read the fetus Allende stories, as you walk outside and feel Neruda beside you like a second husband or boyfriend, the earth speaking its grief and joy around you, saying you are part of this bearing, this carrying.

It's gotta get hard pulling on your socks, reaching down to the floor to pick up the dropped onion, like so many women before, so many women with so many babies waking them at 2 a.m., waking them at 5, with lovers having their own thoughts, with houses having their own troubles. And the waiting, the planning, the suspension of the usual, the edge of not knowing, the breaking sunlight through the window, the luxurious Bach through Yo-Yo Ma's cello and intricacies of dried herbs, the listening strands of a friend's hair and the vitamins, the moral imperative, the laying back, the opening, cramping, in suffering pulses, the final extended volcanic passage and exhaustion.